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Albert Einstein was a German-born physicist 

who developed the general theory of 

relativity, among other feats. He is 

considered the most influential physicist of 

the 20th century. He is known as “The 

Father of the Atomic Age”.  

Einstein developed an appreciation of 

music at an early age, and later wrote: "If I 

were not a physicist, I would probably be a 

musician. I often think in music. I live my 

daydreams in music. I see my life in terms 

of music... I get most joy in life out of 

music." 

When Einstein was four or five, he had his 

first scientific experience. His father showed 

him a pocket compass and the young boy 

marveled at the fact that regardless of 

where the compass was turned, the needle 

always pointed north. 

At the age of 12 his parents gave him a 

textbook and he went on to teach himself 

about geometry and algebra. It is said that 

he came up with his own Pythagoras’ 

Theorem. 

 

Mathematics and Science 

General Theory of Relativity 

Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity 

is one of the towering achievements of 

20th-century physics. Published in 1916, it 

explains that what we perceive as the force 

of gravity in fact arises from the curvature 

of space and time. Einstein proposed that 

objects such as the sun and the Earth 

change this geometry. 

 

E = mc 2 

 

 



 

Wormhole 

A wormhole may connect extremely long 

distances such as a billion light years or 

more, short distances such as a few feet, 

different universes, and different points in 

time. And so, according to Einstein and 

physicist Nathan Rosen, you could tangle up 

spacetime so tightly that two points share 

the same physical location. If you could 

then keep the whole thing stable, you could 

carefully separate the two regions of 

spacetime so they're still the same location, 

but separated by whatever distance you 

like. 

 

Quotes 

“Once we accept our limits, we go beyond 

them.” 

“You can't blame gravity for falling in love.” 

“Only two things are infinite, the universe 

and human stupidity, and I'm not sure about 

the former.” 

 

“A person who never made a mistake never 

tried anything new.” 

 

When the 12-year-old Eduard (son) asked 

his father why he was so famous he got the 

answer: 

 

"When a blind beetle crawls over the 

surface of a curved branch, it doesn’t notice 

that the track it has covered is indeed 

curved. I was lucky enough to notice what 

the beetle didn’t notice." 

 

Death 

On 17 April 1955, Albert Einstein 

experienced internal bleeding caused by the 

rupture of an abdominal aortic aneurysm. 

Einstein refused surgery, saying: "I want to 

go when I want. It is tasteless to prolong life 

artificially. I have done my share, it is time 

to go. I will do it elegantly." He died in 

Princeton Hospital early the next morning at 

the age of 76, having continued to work 

until near the end. 
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